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Belknap is a real gem; very few places in the world so effectively anchor boys in
THE
SMILE to explore personal and moral
the present, while still providing
an environment
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GREAT
growth as a foundation for the future. The
essence of the Belknap experience
is to unplug from technology, be surrounded
by inspiring young male role
SPIRIT
models in the natural environment, and engage in face-to-face conversation and
play together. This collective experience creates strong community members
and future leaders who are kind, honest, empathetic, and live the lamps of
fortitude, truth, beauty and love.
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In this year’s Firelighter we highlight the Day in the Life of a Belknap camper.
As you read through this issue and spend time enjoying the photos, we
encourage you to consider the value of Belknap. For the last 100 years those
simple aspects of the schedule that are often lost in today’s modern world –
camp duties, cabin inspection, mail and vespers – have laid the foundation for
cultivating confident, connected and hardworking young men.
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We wake to the bugle,
we go to bed to the
bugle, and in between,
Belknap’s daily routine
sets us all in motion on
a everyday adventure
of fun, reflection and
relaxation. As Seth
celebrates his fifteenth
summer at Belknap
and as we head into
our Timi-Hi Five Year
as Co-Directors, we
recognize that the daily
routine of Belknap is integral to the development of a Belknapper.

Belknap today is thriving. The summer of 2016 was highlighted by fantastic
weather. But it is clear that it is not the weather or the activity at Belknap
but the leadership that sets the stage for providing an unparalleled camper
experience. This past summer, hundreds of boys had the opportunity to seek
the joy on the Winniper and beneath the pines.

•

1903

•

With our first-ever Strategic Plan in place we are working hard year-round to
implement our goals. Our present work revolves around improving camper
programming, upgrading and maintaining our physical plant and making sure
our financial structure is on strong footings. In the end all of this work is to
ensure that Belknap continues to provide a safe place for boys where they may
acquire for life the skill of leadership and the value of good stewardship.
Finally, we appreciate all the visits we received here at Belknap over the past
year. We welcome back Belknappers at any time and any season for a walk
through the grove and a game of ring toss on Conlon Porch. For those of you
who are not able to make it back, know that Belknap still remains the timeless
treasure it has always been. Until we meet again…
					Timi-Hi and STJ,
Seth and Stephanie
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A Milestone for the NYMCAH

T

by Tom Wraight

he NYMCAH celebrated its 75th
anniversary this past summer,
further cementing its legacy in Belknap
history. Through generations of fishing
excursions and Cabin Night cruises, its
status persists through its nurturing of
bonds between Belknappers and the
natural beauty of Lake Winnipesaukee.
Reid Besserer purchased the first
NYMCAH in 1941 for $800,
complete with a fresh coat of paint
and a 95 horsepower engine. An avid
boater, Reid piloted cruises around the
lake in the launch, often taking visitors
of Belknap through the Broads and
around Cow Island.

Campers quickly came to enjoy the
many activities that the new boat had
to offer. As reported in the Masqua
of 1941, trips on the boat to the Long
Island Bridge had already become a
favorite of the Intermediates, and fishing
trips with Hank Adams were soon a
staple of the Nature Program.
By 1951, due to the demands of the
activities borne of the boat’s popularity, the need for a larger and more
powerful boat was apparent. Through
a gift from the Cogswell Trust Fund, a
custom-made boat was commissioned
by Reid, and built by Otto Pecunious at
Goodhue-Hawkins Marina in Wolfeboro
to the tune of $3,800. The old boat
was scrapped, and the NYMCAH as
we know it today was christened on
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July 5th by Idabelle Conlon with a
bottle of pink “champagne” (and a
little help from the camp hose).
Over the course of its 75-year
history, the NYMCAH has undergone
many repairs and refurbishments,
but its status in Belknap lore is
undeniable. Much like Conlon
Lodge, Messer Field, Adams Trail,
and the Grove, the NYMCAH is
a physical pillar upon which daily
camp life is built.
The NYMCAH’s constancy in the
world of Belknap holds true not because of its speed or luxurious amenities; it’s difficult to maneuver, and the
engine is quite loud. It is a staple of
camp life because it serves as a vehicle
for the intersection between people
and place. What defines its significance
is the bond it helps to forge between
campers, leaders, and the natural beauty of Lake Winnipesaukee.
The NYMCAH hosts times of
triumph and revelry, as a trusty shuttle for Belknap teams to compete at
neighboring camps. The “Boomalackas” and “Bizeets” form a perfect
harmony with the mustard horn as the
boys return from a hard-played game.
It refreshes the body and spirit on
a hot August Cabin Night, as it cuts
through the waves of the Broads,
sending a mist raining down from bow
to stern. Cruising through the Hole in
the Wall at headway speed, it serves to
reinforce Belknap folklore, as leaders

tell tall tales of the days when real cannonballs were fired from the cannon
during colors.
As much as the NYMCAH
fosters times of joyful fun, so too does
it play home to moments of somber
reflection. It is the front row to a magnificent sunset beyond Little Huck, to
the 360-degree view of the expanse of
the night sky as a loon call echoes along
the water. It is the host of the final
moments a Senior camper shares with
his cabinmates before walking up the
grove his final candlelight.
The NYMCAH has long since
become more than just a boat. It is a
place where Belknappers learn to seek
the joy of being alive, where kinship
is realized, and where the bonds of
brotherhood are formed. Through its
cultivation of the joining of people
and place, its significance to Belknap
culture transcends the fiberglass and
wood from which it is constructed.
Happy Birthday, NYMCAH, and
many happy returns.

Belknap Bugle to Bugle

									by John Grossmann

I

t’s not by chance
that a bugler
claims center stage
on the dust jacket
of Camp Belknap’s
centennial book, for
a daily progression
of bugle calls has
arguably been as
indelibly a part of the camp experience
as the scent of pine, the clear Winnipesaukee waters, or the guardian, granite
mountains off in the distance. A bugle,
presumably, has announced the start
of every Belknap day, sounded a brassy
call to meals, camp activity periods, and
vespers, and more plaintively, tallied
another summer sunset with Tattoo
and then Taps.
Admittedly, there’s no record of a
bugler among the nine New Hampshire
boys who attended camp’s inaugural
season, a two-week session on Timber
Island in 1903. But one can all but hear
the familiar bugled bookends to the
daily schedule announced in that year’s
brochure:

Camp’s daily schedule effectively
scores not just the notes of the bugler,
but also the activities of campers—at
play, at work, and focused on more
spiritual pursuits. Like Camp, the daily
schedule has grown over the decades
and changed with the times, but much
has remained essentially the same.
The 1913 schedule, which cued the
day’s doings six years after Camp’s
move to 20 scenic acres on the Tuftonboro shoreline across from Farm

Island, runs more than twice as long as
the 1903 version. It’s filled with glimpses, if you will, of camp life a century
ago. At a time when a morning plunge
in chilly water was deemed healthful, a
7:00 a.m. “Dip in the Lake” preceded
breakfast. In an era before sleeping bags
and cabins, “blankets [went] out for airing” at 8:30 a.m., and “tent inspection”
came at 12:30 p.m., just prior to “dinner.” (The mid-day meal is now called
Lunch and the evening meal Dinner.)
At a time when more emphasis was
paid to the spiritual side of the
Y-triangle, campers had “Bible study at
table” following breakfast and “Evening
hymn and prayer” between “supper”
and “evening entertainment.”
Belknap’s daily schedules also reflect
a particular era’s thinking on physical
fitness. Many of the oldest schedules
reserve a pre-breakfast slot for “Setting-up exercises,” light, limbering-up
moves likely performed by campers
still in pajamas. Flash forward past the
time of Directors Pa and Ma Conlon
to Reid and Peg Besserer and Gene and
Peg Clark: first military-like calisthenics
and then the jogging craze crept into
the daily schedule. But with Camp’s
determined expansion, first with the
acquisition of the playfields now called
Clark Field, the later construction of
the Blood Pavilion in the new Besserer
division, and an ever increasing cornucopia of recreational and sporting
options (climbing wall, ropes course,
Frisbee golf course, a veritable armada
of watercraft), plus a varied and vibrant
Adams Cup, by 1991, mandatory morning exercises seemed superfluous and
disappeared from the daily schedule.
Nearly as ubiquitous as scheduled
swims and siesta in Belknap’s ever
evolving daily schedule are two
bedrock words, notably celebrated in a
leader-written ditty sung with verve in

the Besserer era. Those words? “Camp
duties,” of course, playfully bemoaned
in the song’s memorable chorus:
The beauties of camp duties
are so various.
So many sided, quaint, and
multifarious.
So encrusted with tradition that
we have a premonition
That from now until perdition
they will harry us.
Though obviously a free source of
labor to help maintain the grounds and
facilities, camp duties have stressed the
life lessons of teamwork and pulling
one’s weight, lessons reinforced by
the Woodcraft Lamp of Love dictum
to “Be Helpful. Do your share of the
work.”
Not only can many of the tent poles
of Belknap’s mission be found in its
daily schedule, but much can be read
between those lines, which nowadays
run to 35 time slots. The current daily
schedule includes three “Med calls”
and four 10-minute “Travel time”
allocations to activity periods, the latter,
acknowledging the distance and needto-hustle from a Clark Field Bizou ball
game to a Main Dock general swim.
And while the current camp schedule
allots today’s Belknappers no fewer
than three siestas – morning, afternoon,
and evening – the first and third siestas
intentionally pull campers back to their
“home base,” providing not only additional doses of downtime, but also key
moments in the Belknap day where a
cabin comes together as a unit.
Perhaps it’s time for a song about
Belknap’s uber busy, bonding campers.
John Grossmann began his Belknap career as a
camper in 1963, going on to serve as Junior
Division Head in 1970. He is the author of
Camp’s Centennial History. He lives in Portland,
Maine.
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A Day in the Life...

2014 in Pictures

It begins with a bugle call,
echoing down a sacred grove of
white pines across Lake Winnipesaukee.

A day begins, and the Camp Belknap routines commence. The structure of
our schedule is rooted in traditions that allow boys to acquire the skill of
leadership and the value of good stewardship.

Since 1913,

a live bugler has kept
Belknap running on time.
With First Call blowing at
7:10, followed soon by
Reveille, leaders and campers begin the day with
personal wash-up and
preparation for cabin
inspection.
Each week in Woodcraft
we recite “Be clean, both
yourself and the place you
live in,” but it is through
the practice of doing that
each Belknapper learns to
take pride in himself, his
space, and his belongings.
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“Oh the

beauties
of
camp
duties
									 are so various...”
After breakfast, it is time for Camp Duties. Each cabin, under the guidance of a leader,
does its share of the work to help prepare camp for the day’s activities. Contributing to
camp on a larger scale allows every camper to understand the impact that one’s small work
can have on the benefit of the community. Alone, these tasks would occupy an entire
day, but through teamwork, they are accomplished in minutes, with plenty of time to
seek the joy that a day at Belknap has to offer.

We believe that choice in program

is integral both to a boy’s development and his enjoyment of camp life. A Belknap camper
has the freedom to structure his day according to what skills and activities he wishes to
experience, and learns resiliency when his first choice is not an option. Belknap’s programs
seek to cultivate a connection to nature while fostering creativity, independence, and lasting
personal relationships to encourage growth in mind, body, and spirit.
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General Swim offers a chance to cool off in the Winniper
after a morning of program activities.

A

		

dive off the tower,
a game of Donut Ball,
or a sail around the bay
are just several ways to remain anchored in an
environment that promotes the exploration of
personal and moral growth as a
foundation for the future.

Recall!
Moments to come together and
transition as a group are ingrained
in the daily schedule. During
recall, a cabin gathers as a family
once again after a morning filled
with programs to share the
events of the morning and make
plans for the afternoon.
It is a time to be present and to
appreciate the individuals around
us. While two boys take their turn
slinging the table for lunch,
there’s just enough time to get in
a quick game of cards or sit back
on the bench and appreciate the
company of one’s cabinmates.
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Healthy competition
In Adams Cup, sportsmanship and camaraderie come before all else. Created in
1974, Belknap’s intramural competition places campers on one of four teams to
compete divisionally in nontraditional games. Our campers learn the emotional
pride of belonging to a team, the importance of working hard and playing fair.
They learn to win well, to lose well, and to come together for a camp cheer at the
game’s conclusion, no matter the outcome.

Vespers is a time for the camp community to gather

and reflect after a busy day. In the Chapel, nestled in the heart
of the Grove, it is an intersection of people and sacred place.
Set against the backdrop of Lake Winnipesaukee as the white
pines sway overhead, Vespers provides a quiet moment of
shared consciousness, where gaining insight into the
perspective of one reinforces the connection of many.

Being present is a pillar of life at Belknap, and meals are no different.

Campers’ role models are not some far-off, unknown person; they are the leaders eating
alongside them at the round dining hall tables, modeling good manners and mindful,
healthy eating habits. They are the leaders asking them about their day, their challenges,
and their triumphs. Together, cabinmates enjoy a meal, and together they clean up in
time for a game of “Thumper” or “Killer” before announcements.
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Day is done,
			gone the sun,
from the lake, from the hills,
								from the sky

As the day comes to an end,

and Taps rings out slowly from Messer Field, it is time to take pause in the moment
to appreciate the beauty and kinship that keep the Belknap Spirit shining bright.
That spirit is the hallmark of a safe atmosphere, where all may be accepted and
encouraged to be themselves, where we embrace our differences in order that we may
strengthen the common thread that binds us in the bond of brotherhood.

One More Vespers
by Jack Colligan

D

ays are
long and
weeks are short
at Belknap.
Each day begins
early with the
bugler’s reveille
breaking the
dawn’s stillness and announcing the start of a
new day in Camelot. The morning air
is rich with pine and the lake is glass.
Soon, the divisions buzz with activity
as campers and leaders haul trunks
outside, clean their cabins, and wash-up
around ice-cold ‘birdies’. Once each
cabin is inspected, and the obligatory
games of gunner are played in Cadets,
it is time for breakfast.
At breakfast the boys receive their
assigned camp duty
and decide how
they will spend their
morning. Taking
turns they consider
the Program schedule and patiently
wait for the end of
announcements. These morning rituals
allow each day to start with momentum
and a shared sense of accomplishment.
Much is achieved before First Period!
The rest of the day is filled with
the many games, clinics, and trips that

the boys can pursue. Refreshingly few
of these games are traditional sports
and none are mandatory. During the
school year, all activities, curricular
and extracurricular alike, are formal
responsibilities with attendance strictly
required. At Belknap, campers and
leaders are formally required to “seek
the joy of being alive.” How to
accomplish that is largely left to the
individual. The rare independence
built into camp’s schedule forces
each Belknapper to think deliberately about how best to go about
seeking the joy, and with whom to
do so. Belknap’s balanced schedule
between high levels of group activity and quieter moments of being
present together is one of its many
strengths.
Belknap provides
an environment that
encourages all to
explore new interests and cultivate
new skills. In their
Vespers talks, leaders frequently urge
campers to embrace new activities and
to meet new people. I certainly benefited from this type of encouragement.
As a new Belknapper I translated my
pre-existing passion for the sport of
rugby into frequent attendance at flag
football periods. Possibly too
frequent. For although flag
football is a terrific activity, it
is probably unwise to attend
every flag football period
simply because you know
how to find Messer Field and
are getting pretty good at the
‘clap’ game. In typical Belknap
fashion, as I got to know more
fellow campers and grew more
familiar with the geography
of camp, my comfort zone

“Morning rituals allow
each day to start with
momentum and a shared
sense of accomplishment.”
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expanded and flag football became one
of many camp experiences I loved.
The teachers, role models, and brothers
we share at camp teach us independence and interdependence. Growing
up in such a positive environment
endow us with skills that make us more
interesting and more capable. A typical

Belknapper can sail a boat, build a fire,
and shoot both a bow and a rifle safely.
We can identify wildlife (some more
than others!), swing a hammer, and toss
a ring. We learn the value of kindness
and I am grateful all our lives for it.
Although I am little more than a year
removed from camp, there are lessons
from camp’s daily life that followed
me into a very different environment.
Some are obvious, others less so. Some
have yet to materialize. The more I
have time to pause and reflect on my
time at Belknap, the more I recognize
the importance of finding and building
communities that emphasize independence and interdependence. Those of
us who’ve “travelled on” from Belknap
soon realize that while nobody’s time
at Belknap is permanent, the values
and skills one learns from the camp
experience are not fleeting. Nor, most
importantly, are the friendships.
Jack Colligan was at Belknap from 2002
until 2015, when he served as Assistant
Waterfront and Program Director. He is now
an Associate at Investor Group Services, and
lives in Boston, MA.

		

News From the Board

John Wilkins honored with Horace S. Blood Award

T

his summer, John Wilkins was
presented with the Horace S.
Blood Award, which is presented
annually to a board member or friend
of Belknap. The Blood Award recognizes the recepient’s dedication to
the improvement and perpetuation of
Belknap, in the spirit of Dr. Horace
Blood’s 85-year leadership by example.
John began his career at Camp
Belknap in 1953 as a camper in the
Midget Division, now called Cadets.
John was awarded Honors three times
as a camper, and in 1960 was promoted to Cadet Cabin Leader. In 1962, he
completed his tenth year at Belknap as
a Middler Leader.
A graduate of Colgate University
and the University of Chicago Law

School, John worked in wealth
management at Citibank and
Standish, Ayer & Wood before
going on to found Wilkins
Investment Council, where he
serves as Chairman.
In 2008, John returned to
Belknap to join the Board of
Trustees. His leadership helped
steward Belknap through a time
of historical transition, including
the hiring of Seth and Stephanie Kassels, the completion of the purchase of
one-third of Farm Island, the construction of the new Main Dock, and
the purchase of 1 Chase Point Road.
John’s legacy as Board Chair will be
further realized with the recent launch
of Camp Belknap’s first comprehen-

John with his wife Rainy (left) and Co-Directors Seth and Steph Kassels

sive Strategic Plan, Sustaining the Joy:
A Vision for Belknap’s Second Century.
Above all, his uncompromising ethics,
clear vision, kindness, and civility have
helped unify the Board of Trustees
into a successful, cohesive team.

Meg Ramsden Joins Board of Trustees

T

he Board of Trustees is responsible for overseeing the financial
and strategic well-being of Camp
Belknap, working closely with Seth
and Stephanie Kassels to ensure the
immediate and long-term fulfillment
of camp’s mission. It is in this spirit
that they were pleased to welcome
Meg Ramsden to the Board of
Trustees this fall.

Meg graduated from Dartmouth
in 1987 with a degree in English.
After working in public relations in
Boston, she earned an Ed.M. from
the Harvard Graduate School of
Education and taught for many years
in Barrington, Rhode Island. She
returned to Dartmouth in 2013 and
now serves as the Associate Director
of Alumni Leadership.
Meg’s volunteer roles
have included serving
as a Dartmouth College alumni councilor;
secretary and president
of the Dartmouth Club
of Rhode Island; board
of directors of the
Dartmouth Club of the
Upper Valley; board of
the Barrington Boosters

club; and president of the Barrington
Middle School PTO. She is keenly
interested in education and alumni
and family engagement.
Camp Belknap has played a wonderful role in the Ramsden’s family
life. Meg’s husband Chris Ramsden
is a former Belknap camper and LC.
Their son Mack spent 13 summers
at Belknap, as a camper and leader in the Middler Division. He will
graduate from Yale University in
2018, where he is a history major.
Her daughter Margaret, a Dartmouth
graduate, is a former Huckins camper,
counselor, and waterfront director
and is employed by the Children’s
Museum of Bozeman, MT.

The Ramsden Family: Meg, Mack, Margaret, and Chris
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Scouting Reports

Please send your news & photos to alumni@campbelknap.org!

1971 LITs Reunite
(L-R) Gary Morse, David Eastman, and Tom
Jackson reunited this summer, and again in the fall
at Belknap.
FC Boomalacka
Camp Belknap reunited at Camp Nou to watch Barcelona defeat Granada 1-0. (L-R) Oriol Vidal, Nick
Murphy, Will Colligan, and Iker Elosua.

Mountain Day
Former Senior Division Head Gabe Maggiotto
(L) traded Bowtie for the Rockies when he and
former Middler DH Nick Dayno went for a hike
overlooking Boulder, CO.

“McLifka” Belknap Celebration
Belknappers gathered in Easton, MD, to
celebrate the wedding of Sam Polifka and
Caitlin McCarthy. Back row (L-R): Teddy
Kinneen, Tom Wraight, Payson Lyman,
Pete Hammond, Brendan Gangl, Greg
Berman. Front row (L-R): Adam Polifka,
Chris Lash, Sam, Dan Polifka, and
Andrew Peisch.

Colligans in the Chapel
A big showing of the Colligan Family visited camp this
summer to hear Will’s Vespers. Standing (L-R):
Shannon, Maureen, Paul, Marcia, Padraig, Will,
Danny. Kneeling (L-R): Steph, Noah, and Seth Kassels,
John, Sammy, and Lacey.
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Belknap Tri’s
Top: After training all summer in in the
Winniper and running around Belknap,
camp nurse Alice Grant and Communications Manager Tom Wraight completed the Pitch Pine Sprint Triathlon
in Tamworth, NH.
Bottom: 2012 Leader Corps member
Conner Romeyn completed the Lake
Placid Ironman this summer. His swim
alone was the equivalent to swimming
out and around Little Huck, back to
camp, and once more out to the island!

Giving Back and Saying Farewell
Over 50 members of the Belknap community returned
to the pines to perform acts of unbargaining service,
building new benches for Little Huck, refurbishing the
Woodcraft Circle, and rebuilding Middler Lodge.
After the hard work, even more old pros, including
Gene and Caryn Clark and Tom Giggi, gathered
in Conlon Lodge to bid farewell - and give one final
Boomalacka - to Chip Bierweiler, who will retire as
Maintenance Director after 36 years at Belknap.

Baby in the High Chair!
Right: Big brother James holds
his new brother and fellow
future Belknapper, John, born
on 9/17/16 to David and
Lauren Bellows.
Left: “Baby Prault” - born to
Alex and Adam Perreault, will
soon be hitting the slopes in the
winter and the Winniper in the
summer.
Did you get married? Is there a new baby in the high chair in your home? Send us a photograph at
alumni@campbelknap.org and we’ll send you some Belknap swag!
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Announcing Our Strategic Plan:

Sustaining the Joy:
A Vision for Belknap’s Second Century
Camp Belknap’s strategic plan sets forth a ten-year vision designed to provide our
community with a framework for protecting, preserving, and strengthening Belknap for
years to come.
In order to remain a safe haven for boys and young men, we have outlined our six guiding
principles to allow Belknap to flourish while maintaining its core mission.
I. Honor and Strengthen Belknap’s Tradition
II. Develop the Mind, Body, and Spirit of All Who Interact with Belknap
III. Maintain Leadership Development as Core to the Belknap Experience
IV. Recognize Belknap’s Responsibility to Steward its Land and Facilities
V. Make a Commitment to our Community
VI. Strengthen Belknap’s Future
Sustaining the Joy reflects the passion, love, and generosity that has allowed Belknap to thrive
for its first 113 years; it is through this dedication that we know Belknap will continue to
develop the lifelong skill of leadership and demonstrating the value of good stewardship.
Visit www.campbelknap.org/STJ for more information
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Follow Us
Join us on LinkedIn
facebook.com/CampBelknap
@ymcacampbelknap
Follow camp.belknap
Check out our YouTube channel
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Contact Us

alumni@campbelknap.org
or call 603.569.3475

CB Archives!

Have something to donate?
Find information at
campbelknap.org/pages/archives.html
Email: archives@campbelknap.org

Moved Recently?

Send your contact information
to alumni@campbelknap.org
and continue to receive
electronic newsletters and
mailings!
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